41. Some monkeys are green.  
No monkeys can fly. 
Green monkeys can fly. 
True or False?

42. All sheets are made of silk. 
Some sheets are white. 
All white sheets are made of silk. 
True or False?

43. Some tamed horses are saddled. 
All saddles are made of leather. 
All tamed horses have leather saddles. 
True or False?

44. All fans have rotating blades. 
Some fans have broken blades. 
All fans are broken. 
True or False?

45. All purple houses have green chimneys. 
Some chimneys are made of straw. 
Some purple houses have straw chimneys. 
True or False?
46. Some pillows are made of feather.
Some feathers are soft.
Some pillows are soft.

True or False?

47. Some bridges are made of stone.
All stone bridges are strong.
All bridges must be strong.

Yes or No?

48. All grey cats have red spots.
All red cats have grey spots.
All spotted cats are red and grey.

Yes or No?

49. All babies sometimes cry.
Some babies always cry.
My baby doesn’t always cry.

True or False?

50. All cars with red wheels are model Fords.
Some Fords have green wheels.
All Fords must have red or green wheels.

True or False?

51. Some paintings are displayed in a museum.
Some museums have no displays.
Some paintings are not displayed.
52. All scary ghosts are goblins. Some goblins are red. All red ghosts are scary.

53. All scary ghosts are goblins. Some goblins are red. All red goblins are scary.

54. Some ghosts are goblins. Some goblins are red. Some ghosts are red.

55. Some express trains always arrive early. I only travel on the express train. I am always arriving late.

56. All express trains sometimes arrive early. My train is always late. I always take an express train.

57. All little boys like toy airplanes.
Tommy is a little boy. Tommy likes airplanes.

Yes or no?

58. Some little boys like model trains. All little boys have green eyes. Some little boys with green eyes like model trains.

Yes or no?

59. All green fruits are sweet. Some sweet fruits taste good. All green fruits taste good.

(True or False?)

60. Some green fruits are sweet. All sweet fruits taste good. Some green fruits taste good.

(True or False?)